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A Short History
• Cave paintings, hieroglyphics, scrolls and picture books
• Early political cartoons, humor serials and comic strips
• The first comic books, manga and albums – 1930s-1950s
• Underground comics – 1960s
• Paving the way – 1970s forward

Learning & Literacy

• Especially helpful to
• Reluctant and struggling readers
• Special-needs students
• Second-language learners
• Critical reading skills
• Advanced vocabulary and language
• Decoding and understanding literary devices
• Visual literacy
• Attention to detail
• Memory

Thinking Outside
the Box Purchasing
• Creator-owned stores
• Kickstarter
• Conventions
• Your local comic shop

• Overdrive & Hoopla

• Traditionally –
• Shelved in 741.5 with non-fiction titles assigned
appropriate Dewey and shelved with similar
subject matter

Organizing Your
Collection

• Ask yourself • Where is the most logical area to put them for
your community?
• Consider • Shelved separately in respective age groups or all
together in one spot?
• Does it make sense to separate out Manga?
• Utilize Dewey numbers for non-fiction, but keep
them next to fiction
• Unique cutters for series, especially in Children’s
& YA, keeping them shelved together
• Highlight their visual uniqueness with face outs on
shelves, or magazine racks

• H.W. Wilson Graphic Novels Core Collection (2nd Edition)
• Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC) annual lists

Core Collection
Recommendations

• Diamond Bookshelf Core Lists by age group and Common
Core List
• YALSA’s Great Graphic Novels for Teens
• No Flying, No Tights core lists by age level and subject
• Vendors you already work with have core lists available
• Your local comic shop can recommend a starter/core
collection

Adding to Your
Collection –
Best Sellers and New
Releases
• Diamond Bookshelf – best seller lists
and newsletter
• New York Times – monthly best seller
list
• Publisher’s Weekly – best seller list
• Comic Book Roundup – New trade
publications and reviews
• Comichron – sale statistics and reports
on the industry
• Media tie-ins are always popular
• Other journal/magazine reviews and
recommendations

• Online Resources
• Cartoonists of Color Database, Disabled Cartoonist Database, Queer Cartoonists Database, Queer Comics
Database
• Gay League – history, news & reviews
• The Mary Sue (essay) - A Little History: LGBT Representation in Mainstream American Comics
• National Council of Teachers of English (article) – Diversity in Graphic Novels
• Books
• Encyclopedia of Black Comics (2017) – Sheena Howard
• Latinx Superheroes in Mainstream Comics (2017) – Frederick Luis Aldama
• The Blacker the Ink: Constructions of Black Identity in Comics and Sequential Art (2015) – Gateward & Jennings
• Black Women in Sequence: Re-inking Comics, Graphic Novels, and Anime (2015) - Deborah Elizabeth Whaley
• Vendors and publishers highlight diverse graphic novels because it’s what we want
• Ask your staff and patrons for suggestions

Adding to Your Collection –
Diverse Reads

Maintaining Your Collection Weeding
• What’s your overall policy and philosophy?
• Graphic novels can easily fit into a standard weeding procedure
• New and popular vs. Core/Evergreen
• Consider condition first
• Children’s titles get grubby faster
• Easy to let go of damaged books
• Order hardcover or library bound for longevity
• Circulation
• Superhero titles tend to drop off in circ quickly (6 mo. – 1 yr.)
• Children’s titles are always popular and need frequent
replacement
• Want to increase circ? Make a display for this very visual medium!

Maintaining Your
Collection – Floating
• Multiple branches with one collection, but different
needs
• Survey your patrons for what they want to read
• Be willing to take requests from staff and patrons
(make yourself accessible)
• Order enough to go around, but keep the
circulation numbers in mind
• Rebalancing
• Circulation statistics
• Arranging swaps
• Floating instead of weeding (especially for some
low circ categories)

Advisory and Displays
• Try to include multiple formats in recommendations and displays
• Digital resources
• Your library website/catalog (subject headings and tags)
• Novelist, Goodreads
• Comixology (can be a tremendous help with superheroes)
• Award winners make great displays
• Create a Graphic Novel Book Club
• The best resource of all is your local comic shop
• Partner with them for Free Comic Book Day or programs
• The Readers' Advisory Guide to Graphic Novels (Second Edition
2017) - Francisca Goldsmith

Questions?

Thank you!
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